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Wednesday, June 24, 2020 



We tested five different numerical categories; each with a low and high number. We did this to identify any inflection 

points between numbers that were too low, just right and too high. We also tested across a basic vs. unique t-shirt but 

only within the four-digit numbers. 

“Basic” 

1 Digit 

“Unique” 

2 Digits 3 Digits 

4 Digits 

4 Digits 5 Digits 

Low # 

High # 

Low # 

High # 

N = 55 

N = 75 

N = 77 

N = 53 

N = 59 

N = 71 

N = 73 

N = 57 

N = 65 

N = 66 

N = 66 

N = 49 

Each respondent was exposed to either a high or low design within each digit category for a total of 6 evaluations across the five basic categories and the one unique category.  

The number of customers who 
purchased this item is....? 

Too low 
1 

Slightly too low 
2 

Slightly too high 
4 

Too high 
5 

Just right 
3 



Q23: Age and Gender: Roughly 64% of respondents were between the ages of 30-60 and slightly skewed male (54% vs. 46%) 

Answered: 170 

Must have shopped online at Macy’s and/or at least one of the competitive set within the last 3 months and $ > $50,000 HII to qualify for the survey. 
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Executive Summary & 

Considerations  



Executive Summary: Engagement prompts are considered helpful by most shoppers and the data 

suggests these prompts will be a net-positive to conversion metrics. However, nuances persist across 

age, gender types and across FOBs – which should be researched further.  

• 63% of all shoppers agree/strongly agree that “x customers purchased” is helpful 
• Of the 20% who stated this information isn’t helpful (decliners) the top reasons why include: 

• 1) Not influenced by others; 2) Prefer reviews; 3) Want to be unique 
• However, “Best Seller” was deemed a better alternative by this decliner cohort 

 
• There are inflection points between numbers being too low, too high and just right 

• The overall “just right” range falls broadly within the high triple digits to lower five digits 
• More learnings are needed across other product categories (dresses, jewelry, bespoke items, etc.) 

 
• There are gender and age nuances when it comes to engagement prompts 

• Female shoppers state lower numbers as too low and higher numbers as too high vs. male shoppers 
• And the same pattern holds for shoppers 60 years of age and older vs. all other age groups 
• However, 18-29-year old shoppers find this information more relevant to them vs. any other age group 

 
• Engagement prompts that reflect the number of customers may have different impacts across different FOBs 

• There is a significant increase in “too high” perception (+8%) for a unique t-shirt vs. a basic t-shit – at the “9,466 
customers purchased” level 

• Further testing is needed to fully understand the variances in sensitivity across all FOB types 



Considerations: Customer purchase numbers, although helpful, may not be the only tool in the 

engagement prompt toolbox. Consider other types of prompts for edge cases (too low/too high) and/or 

other FOB categories.  

• Run the same test across more FOBs (i.e., fashion-oriented, big ticket, etc.) 
• Due to the delta in the data between the basic and unique t-shirt we need to better understand the potential ceiling 

differentials between prompts being helpful and not helpful 
 

• Think about other types of prompts for highly niche or popular items 
• High purchase numbers that are deemed too high could be swapped for copy such as “Best Seller”, which tested best 

with shoppers who did not find customer purchase numbers helpful 
• Conversely, for niche items where uniqueness is important and/or sales numbers are too low, consider prompts that 

celebrate that niche appeal. 
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Key Findings 



The overwhelming majority of shoppers find engagement prompt information helpful. Over 63% of respondents either 

agree or strongly agree while only 20% disagree/strongly disagree.  

Answered: 165 

Q2: Which of the below choices best describes how much you agree or disagree with the following statement? "Seeing how many customers purchased a product is helpful to me." 



Of those who didn’t find the engagement prompt copy helpful, over 40% selected “Best Seller” as a preferred alternative 

to “xx customers purchased”. This copy is something we should consider for numbers that might be deemed too high.  

Answered: 31 

• Q4 was a follow up termination question for respondents who disagree/strongly disagree with Q2  
• We'd like to know if there is an alternate way to let you know the popularity of an item that would resonate with you. Please select your most preferred statement below. 



Of those who explained why they didn’t find this helpful, 57% state they are not influenced by others; 25% prefer reviews 

and 18% cite wanting to be unique/different from others as the main reasons.  

Answered: 28 

Q3: Why did you select the level of agreement/disagreement with the previous statement? Please briefly explain your previous answer. 

57% 25% 

18% 

Top Reasons Why Engagement Prompts Not Helpful 

Not influenced by others

Reviews are more important

Want to be unique



0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

 3  8  27  85  225  857  1,466  9,466  11,600  41,550

Number of customers who purchased this product is… 

Numbers in the upper triple digits to lower quadruple digits are viewed as being just the right about to help the user. 

However, numbers that are lower than the upper triple digits are viewed as being slightly low/too low to be helpful.  

Answered: 165 

Too low 

Slightly too low 

Slightly too high 

Too high 

Just right SD = .59 

TOO LOW 

TOO HIGH 

JUST RIGHT 
SLIGHTLY 

LOW 

# customers purchased 

Which of the below choices best describes how much you agree or disagree with the following statement? "Seeing how many customers purchased a product is helpful to me." 



Females exhibit great deviation between numbers being too low or too high than males. We should take this into 

consideration across different product categories.  

Answered: 165 

Too low 

Slightly too low 

Slightly too high 

Just right 

# customers purchased 

Which of the below choices best describes how much you agree or disagree with the following statement? "Seeing how many customers purchased a product is helpful to me." 

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

1 Digit 2 Digits 3 Digits 4 Digits 5 Digits

By Gender: Number of customers who purchased this 
product is… 

Female Male

SD = .59 

N = 130 N = 130 N = 130 N = 130 N = 131 



Shoppers 60+ deviate from other age categories when evaluating whether customer engagement numbers are too low, 

just right or too high to be helpful to them.  

Answered: 165 

# customers purchased 

Which of the below choices best describes how much you agree or disagree with the following statement? "Seeing how many customers purchased a product is helpful to me." 

SD = .59 

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

1 Digit 2 Digits 3 Digits 4 Digits 5 Digits

By Age: Number of customers who purchased this 
product is… 

18-29 30-44 45-60 > 60

Too low 

Slightly too low 

Slightly too high 

Just right 

N = 130 N = 130 N = 130 N = 130 N = 131 



Younger customers (18-29) scored the highest relevancy yet lowest level of sensitivity across all other age types. 60+ 

users demonstrate the lowest degree of relevancy and have the highest level of sensitivity. 

Answered: 165 

Not so relevant 

Very relevant 

Somewhat relevant 

Age 

Sensitivity: Standard deviation between the digit means by age group 

Relevance: Q7: Single Digit: How relevant is this information to you when making a purchase decision? 

0.48 
0.50 

0.63 
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Sensitivity and Relevance by Age 

Relevancy Sensitivity

18-29 30-44 45-60 >60 
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N = 26 N = 43 N = 67 N = 34 



We found an increase in sensitivity at the higher four-digit numbers between a “basic” t-shirt vs. a “unique” style t-shirt. 

We should look to prove this ”uniqueness sensitivity” out in A/B testing. 

Answered: 165 

Slightly too low 

Slightly too high 

Just right 

# customers purchased 

Q2: Which of the below choices best describes how much you agree or disagree with the following statement? "Seeing how many customers purchased a product is helpful to me." 

2.60

2.70

2.80

2.90

3.00

3.10

3.20

3.30

3.40

4 Digit Basic vs. Unique Comparison 
Number of customers who purchased this product is… 

4 Basic 1,466 4 Unique 1,466 4 Basic 9,466 4 Unique 9,466

a b c d 

*a 

*abc 

N = 73 N = 57 N = 66 N = 49 

SD = .59 

~ 8% 
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Appendix 



Q3: Open Ended Verbatims 

Q3: Why did you select the level of agreement/disagreement with the previous statement? Please briefly explain your previous answer. Of those who didn’t find engagement prompts helpful (Bottom 2 Box) 



Q6: Single Digit: Reference the image above for this question. Specifically look at the red highlighted text, "___________ 

customers purchased" when answering the following questions. The number of customers who purchased this item 

is....? 

Answered: 130 



Q7: Single Digit: How relevant is this information to you when making a purchase decision? 

Answered: 130 



Q9: Double Digits: Reference the image above for this question. Specifically look at the red highlighted text, 

"___________ customers purchased" when answering the following questions. The number of customers who 

purchased this item is....? 

Answered: 130 



Q10: Double Digits: How relevant is this information to you when making a purchase decision? 

Answered: 130 



Q12: Triple Digits: Reference the image above for this question. Specifically look at the red highlighted text, 

"___________ customers purchased" when answering the following questions. The number of customers who 

purchased this item is....? 

Answered: 131 



Q13: Triple Digits: How relevant is this information to you when making a purchase decision? 

Answered: 131 



Q15: Quadruple Digits: Reference the image above for this question. Specifically look at the red highlighted text, 

"___________ customers purchased" when answering the following questions. The number of customers who 

purchased this item is....? 

Answered: 130 



Q16: Quadruple Digits: How relevant is this information to you when making a purchase decision? 

Answered: 130 



Q18: Quintuple Digits: Reference the image above for this question. Specifically look at the red highlighted text, 

"___________ customers purchased" when answering the following questions. The number of customers who 

purchased this item is....? 

Answered: 130 



Q19: Quintuple Digits: How relevant is this information to you when making a purchase decision? 

Answered: 130 



Q21: Quadruple Digits UNIQUE: Reference the image above for this question. Specifically look at the red highlighted text, 

"___________ customers purchased" when answering the following questions. The number of customers who 

purchased this item is....? 

Answered: 115 



Q22: Quadruple Digits UNIQUE: How relevant is this information to you when making a purchase decision? 

Answered: 115 



Q1: First, have you purchased clothing online from one or more of the following retailers within the last three months? 

Answered: 198 



Q25: Household Income 

Answered: 170 



Q26: Region 

Answered: 168 



Q27: Device Type 

Answered: 170 


